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1. Higher-derivative gravity (HDG)

• Fourth-derivative terms appear already in QFT in curved
spacetimes (semiclassical approach)
• General relativity is not perturbatively renormalizable
• Fourth-derivative gravity is renormalizable

[Stelle, 1977]

• Higher (6+) derivatives can make the theory superrenormalizable [Asorey, López, Shapiro, 1997]

1. Higher-derivative gravity (HDG)
• Problem of ghosts: Lee-Wick gravity, fakeons, unstable ghosts

[Bender, Mannheim, 2008; Modesto, Shapiro, 2016; Anselmi, Piva, 2017; Donoghue, Menezes, 2019]

Roots of

define the massive poles of the propagator.

• Non-local ghost-free theories [Krasnikov, 1987; Kuz’min, 1989; Tomboulis 1997;
Modesto, 2012; Biswas, Gerwick, Koivisto, Mazumdar, 2012]

If Hs(z) is an entire function, the
propagator only has the massless
(graviton) pole.

Classical solutions of models with 6+ derivatives
have good regularity properties
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2. Newtonian limit
❖ Linearised equations of motion

❖ Field generated by a point-like mass in rest,

2. Newtonian limit
❖ Static spherically symmetric metric,

❖ Auxiliary potentials

:

❖ Solution using Fourier transform method

• Some examples…
❖ Fourth-derivative gravity [Stelle, 1977]
❖ Polynomial-derivative gravity (simple poles in the propagator)
[Modesto, Paula-Netto & Shapiro, 2015; BLG, 2017]

❖ Exponential non-local gravity (

) [Tseytlin, 1995]

• Some examples…
❖ Fourth-derivative gravity [Stelle, 1977]
❖ Polynomial-derivative gravity (simple poles in the propagator)
[Modesto, Paula-Netto & Shapiro, 2015; BLG, 2017]

❖ Exponential non-local gravity (

) [Tseytlin, 1995]

➢ If a model has higher-derivatives both in spin-0 and spin-2
sectors, the Newtonian-limit metric sourced by a point-like
mass is bounded.
[BLG & Paula Netto, JCAP 2019]

3. Regularity of curvature invariants
• Finite metric ⇏ curvature regularity!

Kretschmann scalar:

• Regularity condition:
• It is necessary to check the O(r)-terms.

• Potential for the general polynomial-derivative gravity:

[Polynomial f of degree

, with N distinct roots; action has

derivatives; no tachyons.]

❖ Expansion in power series:

with
❖ But if f(z) is of order > 0 (4+ derivatives) then
❖ And if f(z) is of order > 1 (6+ derivatives) then
[BLG & Paula Netto, EPJC 2019]

• Potential for the general polynomial-derivative gravity:

[Polynomial f of degree

, with N distinct roots; action has

derivatives; no tachyons.]

❖ Expansion in power series:

with

➢ At least 4 derivatives: finite Newtonian potentials.
➢ At least 6 derivatives: regular Newtonian limit (no curvature
singularities).

[BLG & Paula Netto, EPJC 2019]

• Potential for the general polynomial-derivative gravity:

[Polynomial f of degree

, with N distinct roots; action has

❖ Expansion in power series:

0-regular

derivatives; no tachyons.]

1-regular

with

➢ At least 4 derivatives: regular Newtonian-limit metric.
➢ At least 6 derivatives: 1-regular Newtonian metric (no curvature
singularities).

[BLG & Paula Netto, EPJC 2019]

• Many non-local higher-derivative gravity models also have
a regular Newtonian limit
[Frolov, 2015; Frolov, Zelnikov, 2016; Edholm, Koshelev, Mazumdar, 2016; Buoninfante, Koshelev,
Lambiase, Marto, Mazumdar, 2018]

Remarks:

➢ Regularity of the curvature invariants is not consequence of
nonlocality or ghost-free condition.
➢ Instead, it is consequence of the improved propagator in
the UV regime.

[BLG & Paula Netto, JCAP, 2019]

4. Higher-order regularity
❖ The absence of the linear term in the series expansion of the
metric is not enough to regularize higher-order scalars, such as

For example, for the static spherically symmetric linearized solutions,

❖ General (linearised) theorem: if the potentials
are
(N+1)-regular, then all the curvature-derivative
invariants with at most 2N derivatives of the
curvature tensors are nonsingular.

❖ We can apply this result to general HDG models

❖ For example: if the action contains 2N+6 derivatives of the metric,
then all curvature-derivative invariants with at most 2N covariant
derivatives are regular.
N = 0: 6th-derivative → r3 → □R diverges
N = 1: 8th-derivative → r5 → □2R diverges
…

[Burzillà, BLG, Paula Netto & Modesto, EPJC, 2021]

Conclusions of Part I
• Theories with more than four derivatives in both spin-2 and spin-0
sectors have not only a finite Newtonian potential, but also a regular
non-relativistic limit.
• Divergences are softened when going from 2 to 4 and to 6+
derivatives:
•

Non-renormalizable → renormalizable → super-renormalizable

•

Singular potential and curvature → finite potential → finite potential and
regular curvature → regular curvature-derivative scalars

• Higher-order regularity can be achieved depending on the number of
derivatives in the action. “Infinite-regularity” can be achieved in some
types of non-local theories.
• Regularity of the curvature invariants is not consequence of nonlocality
or ghost-free condition.
• Motivation for the investigation of the full theory (non-linear regime)
[Holdom, 2002].

Part II: Higher-order regularity of regular black

holes & the finite action principle
HDG models → Classical regular solutions

Degree of regularity of the solution → Minimal HDG model
• Finite action principle

[Barrow & Tipler, 1988]

• Mechanism of selecting regular spacetime configurations:
metrics that make the action diverge produce a destructive
interference in the quantum gravity functional integral [Lehners &
Stelle, 2019; Borissova & Eichhorn, 2021]

• The integration over all possible geometries selects with higher
weight the spacetime configurations for which the action is finite

• Many regular black hole metrics are filtered out if the action
includes curvature-derivative terms

❖ Some examples of static spherically symmetric metrics

1.

Hayward black hole [Hayward, 2006]

• Scalars with 4+ covariant derivatives might diverge:

2. Renormalization group improved black hole [Bonanno & Reuter, 2000]

• Scalars with 2+ covariant derivatives might diverge:

3. Even analytic metrics (all curvature invariants calculated – up to 22
derivatives – are finite)

[BLG, Paula Netto & Modesto, PRD, 2021: 2105.00300]

❖ Detailed consideration of curvature invariants of the type □NR
❖ Discussion on regular non-analytic metrics

Conclusions of Part II
• Depending on the form of the gravitational action, some regular
spacetime configurations may not contribute to the path integral.

• Models with higher derivatives are more selective, since the space of
regular metrics associated with a finite action is more constrained.

• Higher derivatives have fruitful applications in different approaches to
quantum gravity.
• Motivation for studying these models in the nonlinear regime.
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